
 
 
 
 
 
  

 Simultan perception:  

 Vindens geometrier og Lorca 
 
 
 
 

A crossroads between the visual arts, poetry and science 
 

“I try to apply colour like the words which give form to poems, 

like the notes which give shape to music.” - Joan Miró on colour 

 

 

There has always been a crossroads between the visual arts and science. Indeed, the visual arts represent the 

artistic genre which has maintained the closest relationship with science. There are many visual artists who have 

intensified and broadened their artistic experiments through adapting and applying new scientific discoveries. 

  

However, there have also been occasions in which scientists have stressed that an encounter with the visual arts 

has inspired them, offering them new ideas that they were then able to apply in their research. In short, on many 

occasions a multilateral dialogue has developed between visual artists and scientists. Several scientists have even 

pointed out, repeatedly, that they have not only found clues in the visual arts but also in poetry which have aided 

the further development of their ideas and that, in many cases, have proven to be solid and well founded. So, the 

visual arts and poetry have also influenced experiments in science. 

 

In the last three decades, the multiple dialogues between the worlds of science and culture have intensified. They 

have slowly brought down the traditional barriers between them, opening the gates to a fertile collaboration. 

 

Niels Bohr and other experimental physicists led the way for these positive relationships. But in the last thirty 

years this relationship has really acquired weight. Above all, it has been the many scientists researching into chaos 

theory who have created an interaction with broad ramifications between science and art. They have been able to 

appreciate the parallelisms between the creativity implicit in the development of knowledge and the creative 

force of meaning generated by works of art. To this we can add the fact that their research is characterised by 

receptivity and a respect for other ways of interpreting nature. 

 

The Nobel Prize laureate for Chemistry, Ilya Prigogine, is well known for his ability to create bridges between 

the worlds of science and culture. As he himself has expressed it, he is attempting to create a pact between these 

two worlds that other physicists have degraded. He has even co-authored a book with the scientific theorist 

Isabelle Stengers that has the title The New Alliance: The Metamorphosis of Science1 Michel Serres, the renowned 

philosopher, has been seeking what he calls the Northwest Passage between science and art. He has qualified as 

“the news of the century” The New Alliance between Human Beings and the Universe, stating that just reading it is 

enough to give us all hope2. 

 

                                                           

1 Translated into Danish in 1985 with a prologue by Professor Johannes Witt-Hansen and Laurits Lauritsen. It 
includes some passages which do not appear in the original French, La Novelle alliance : Metamorfose de la science, 
published in Paris in 1979. 
2 Michel Surres,  «Une præsentation de La Novelle Alliance: Commencement », Le Monde, 4th January 1980. 



 

Prigogine is convinced that philosophy and the creative forces of art must connect even more. He even 

maintains that “it is impossible to give a clear account of the world, but art can teach us to reproduce it”. In the 

same vein, he emphasises the creative elements that penetrate both into the sciences and the arts, and also into 

other fields of culture: 

 

“Today, scientific knowledge, which we have divorced from dreams or inspired or supernatural revelations, can 

manifest itself as a poetic listening to nature and the natural process in nature, a process that is open to production 

and to inventions in a more open creative and productive world. It is time to establish new pacts with nature - 

covenants we have signed with it since time immemorial, but which have long been misunderstood - pacts 

between human history, society, knowledge and the adventurous exploration of nature.” 

 

Lars Physant is one of these painters who independently (and most fruitfully) has been inspired by many of the 

new breakthroughs in science; especially those in the field of chaos theory. 

 

However, this inspiration is linked in an expressive way to the world of music, which has always taken centre 

stage in the artistic universe of Lars Physant. 

 

The exhibition at the Vendsyssel Museum of Art comprises two parts which demonstrate various aspects of the 

connection between these sources of inspiration. Lars Physant has called one of the parts Geometries of the Wind. 

The second part comprises twenty eight original paintings which illustrate a poetry collection called Ferias 

(Country Fairs) by Federico Garcia Lorca, written in 1921 and published by the Danish Publishers Gyldendal in 

September 2013 in a sublime and melodious adaptation into Danish by Inge and Klaus Rifbjerg. A composite 

network of visual communication lines links the two parts of the exhibition, creating a coherent and experiential 

space with a great power to fascinate, revealing the slight nuances and broad perspectives of our everyday reality. 

The works in both sections offer myriad intense pictorial interpretations of aspects of Lars Physant's perception 

of the reality surrounding us. His interpretation of the outside world is inspired by the scientific breakthroughs 

of the times we are living in. He has always been convinced that we will never be able to capture the world 

around us from a single viewpoint; we can only see parts of it, complimentary parts. In order to reproduce the 

changing hours of the day, the movement of the wind and passing clouds in a single painting, Lars Physant has 

ingeniously combined slices of reality experienced at different hours and seen from a diversity of viewpoints. He 

begins by creating a composition in relief that is completely abstract, constructed with different canvases of 

different textures. This abstract composition appears to be almost waiting for the next stage of painting. Lars 

Physant covers it with pictorial interpretations of different segments of the recognisable world. This fragmentary 

mosaic can only be experienced through a plurality of viewpoints. In this way he manages to provide us with a 

larger and more promising experience of the world than the one we get every day. 

 

In one of the series Lars Physant claims, as he puts it, to have trapped the “geometries of the wind” and fixed 

them onto canvas. 

 

There is little doubt that the geometry referred to is fractal geometry- that is non-linear geometry- dedicated to 

interpreting chaotic systems that we find, for example, in the formation of clouds, the movement of the wind, in 

smoke, in water flowing in rivers and in the sea around us. Fractal geometry is one of the fields in which science, 

art and aesthetics converge. What is a fractal? Fractals are images of complex dynamic systems. A fractal process 

has neither length, width or height, but rather has abysmal dimensions, in which each small part reflects the 

whole and vice versa. It was computer programs that made it possible to see into the fractal world. Fractals have 

been called nature's own language. In the book The Beauty of Fractals (1986), by H.O. Peitgen and P.H. Richter, 

both authors are very interested in the relationship between science and art. They stress that you can only 

achieve a contrasted knowledge of reality if you are capable of “thinking in images”. A fractal image visualises the 

relationship between chaos and order, their rivalry and coexistence. 

 



In Vindens omfavnelse (Det persiske tæppe i Tversted) [The Wind’s Embrace - the Persian Carpet in Tversted] we find, in the 

foreground, the movements of wind, light and the colours of the grass. Lars Physant has called these segments 

“the fractal cilia of the Jutland soil”. In Vindens variationer (Støvtråde og superstrenge) [Wind Variations - Dust 

Threads and Superstrings] other drawings of nature appear which resemble fractals. In other works, above all in 

Vindens Hjørner III  and Vindens hud, [Wind Corners III and Wind Skin] the strength of the light and colours is such 

that the shapes and contours of nature almost disappear and we find ourselves in a landscape where only intense 

waves of light and flashes of vivid colour fill the pictorial space. In this way, an infinity of processes and 

movements that could be considered as analogies of that which characterise fractal images emerge. The 

landscape of shapes which the viewer encounters in Vindens engel (Wind Angel) also contains pictorial 

interpretations of drawings that we could compare (although, naturally they are not identical) with fractals. In the 

world of science, fractal developments are studied as successive processes on a computer screen. In the paintings 

of Lars Physant, they appear as finished totalities. You can appreciate the parallels with fractal processes in the 

fragmentation of the image plane, the abstract patterns of light, clouds, colours and the movement of wind and 

sea. But they can also be found in the complex shapes created in grass and in the patterns evinced by the 

branches of trees. 

 

When you contemplate all the canvases comprising the cycle Lars Physant has entitled Geometries of the Wind you 

begin to slowly realise that they not only appear as independent units, but also form part of a whole that brings 

to mind Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 3. This is due to the wind blowing across landscapes, creating different 

rhythmic sequences. In the paintings entitled Vindens Lys, Vindens hjørner I or Vindens teater, (Wind Light, Wind 

Corner I or Wind Theatre) in which the wind violently grabs at the trees, we experience rapid, almost dramatic 

developments in allegro. In contrast, the works Vindens meditation and Solvind (A Frede Christoffersen) [Wind 

Meditation and Solar Wind (for Frede Christoffersen)] or else in Vindens hjerte (Wind Heart) are characterised by calmer 

rhythms and melodies in adagio. The musical rhythmic sequences are accentuated by the ingenious fragmentation 

of the image that allows us to see the same slice of nature in different lights and gives us the illusion of the 

passage of time. This form of composition creates motion, but is shaped in such a way that it also produces a 

unity in each image and assembles them into a symphonic whole. As Prigogine puts it, Lars Physanst has been 

“listening to nature” and has recreated its intricate movements and colour tones. 

 

In the second part of the exhibition we find ourselves before pictorial interpretations, rich in nuances, of Lorca’s 

dramatic “suite” Ferias (1921). When examining this interpretation one can clearly note that Lars Physant has 

worked with both Lorca's original Spanish text and Inge and Klaus Rifbjerg fine retelling, which has its own 

poetic merit. The paintings can best be characterized as a profound visual dialogue with Lorca's original text and 

with the Danish recreation of it. 

 

Lorca is one of the most famous Spanish poets. He has long since been recognised beyond his home country's 

borders as one of the poets who (together with Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot and Rainer Marie Rilke) contributed to 

the breakthroughs in literature which became known as modernism. Each in their own way, the different 

modernists created innovations in poetry using free verse and a very personal metaphorical language. They 

originated both a new sensuous concrete idiom and an original symbolic language through which they opened 

our eyes to surprising and hitherto separate facets of our existence which they forged together into a single unit 

through their poetic vision and experience. In Lorca's poetry there is always a tension between the local and the 

global. His art is often set within the framework of Andalusia, where Spanish and Arab elements melded and 

where flamenco and its rhythms are a constant presence creating an intense and singular local colour. 

Nevertheless, the interpretations of love, passion, death and despair encased in his poetry possess a universal 

character and touch us all in an extraordinary way. This is also the case with Ferias. In the prologue, Klaus 

Rifbjerg has synthesized the essence of this collection in a few phrases, though expressions full of meaning: 

 

“All of this touches the heart, lifts our heads heavenward to where the burning Andalusian sun shrivels up 

melancholy and allows ecstasy to grow; to the accompaniment of a trumpet, castanets, fireworks and fandangos.” 

 



As Lars Physant comments in his prologue, the title of the "suite", Ferias, can be found “...in a semantic field 

somewhere between market, village fete, party and festival.” Lorca loved the markets and fiestas of his home village 

Fuente Vaqueros. 

 

All of the poems in the "suite" make remarkable and unexpected leaps from one situation to another. At the 

same time there are endless changes in emotion as ecstasy and happiness are abruptly substituted for melancholy 

and pain. Through his intense and voluptuous poetic language, Lorca manages to capture both the detailed 

nuances and the broader prospects of our lives; subject as they are to the law of transmutation. Lars Physant has 

managed to portray the richness of these contrasting situations and feelings thanks to his astonishing 

compositional technique. He weaves together segments of nature or the urban space seen at different times of 

day and experienced through different moods. This compositional method is accentuated through a pictorial 

discourse in which light and dark, or else warm and cold colours, illustrate the rapid and multiple changes of 

scene and emotional register charged with tension to be found in Lorca's poems. This is certainly the case with 

the picture Antes de la aurora (Before the dawn) which independently visualises some of the more notable 

situations in the poem. Lorca wrote: 

 

 Below, in dawn’s store 
            A little old lady star 
            Sells nougat of snow 
 

Lars Physant has created both an evocative and humorous picture of a market stall, festooned with small light 

bulbs illuminating the area, where the gleaming white candyfloss creates an intensely luminous field giving off an 

almost enigmatic character. The many colour contrasts create life and movement in the situation and generate 

visual parallels to the rhythmic sequences in Lorca's poem. From this market scene, Lorca links to a natural 

landscape as follows: 

 

             And in the treetops 
             The cylinder of the wind twists 
             - The night open 
 
 

For this text, Lars Physant has created a lyrical landscape, half abstract, half figurative, in which a light breeze 

produces a trembling in the branches of the trees. In this painting, where the connections between the surfaces 

create a special tension, such as that Lorca created utilising poetic effects, a visual parallel to the paintings in the 

series Geometries of the Wind is also established. 

 

In the poem Caballitos, the little wooden horses on the carousel become living horses and, in an almost 

imperceptible way, become symbols of our human destiny which often lacks a space in which to thrive. Lorca's 

text states: 

 

 Oh the poor horses! 
            Pierced 
            by the lances of evil 
           knights. 
 
           You came to earth fleeing 
           from a back to front story, Of a field 
           Full of old dragons 
           The vanquishers of saints. 
        ------------------------------- 
           And now in the shade 
           Man has chained you 
           To a wheel that turns 
           Throughout the summer nights 



           -------------------------------  

 

In two works, Lars Physant presents us with an allegorical interpretation of Caballitos. One of them is an image of 

a situation which is apparently real showing a child sat on a horse and a father reading to his daughter. But the 

pictures on the wall of the crucified Christ and of a raging fantastical animal would seem to insinuate that there 

are other powerful forces influencing our everyday lives. Lars Physant says that the work was thought through 

retroactively: “It is Federico Garcia Lorca himself who is showing the book to his sister Isabel, which, like the rest 

of the pictorial space in which we find ourselves, is a back to front story. All of these visual elements are linked 

to the topsy-turvy adventure which the life of the poet had become. Himself as a one-year-old Don Quixote on 

horseback with a poetic lance that could do little against an unscrupulous dragon on the left; and even less 

against the dragon in his own life, his slayer, Ramón Ruíz Alonso, right of centre, who ensured Lorca was 

arrested and executed. The olive tree against which Federico was shot screams to the sky next to the crucified 

Christ in the upper left of the picture. In the book we can recognise the works El fantasma del otoño (The Autumn 

Ghost) and El caballo azul de la locura (The Blue Horse of Madness)”. 

 

In contrast, in the second picture the little horses and the clowns burst into a dreamlike universe. Taking on a life 

of their own, they become symbols of our own life situations. The dramatic element in the picture is enhanced 

through the contrast between the large cool blue and warm red surfaces. The artist states: “On one of the many 

times that I have visited one of these fairs, I had just finished reading in Ian Gibson's biography, how in 1933, 

Lorca was in Buenos Aires and had been teasing Jorge Luis Borges, talking to him about a great and decisive 

character who personified the tragedy of the United States in those years. In the end, Borges felt obliged to ask 

him who he was talking about. Lorca replied Mickey Mouse and Borges walked out in a huff. SUDDENLY, before 

my eyes I saw Mickey Mouse himself spinning around on the carousel and the evil knights that had pierced the 

sides of the little horses seemed even more absurdly convincing...” 

 

Lars Physant has managed to capture an interpretation of the life, atmosphere and singular rhythmic 

developments that characterise Lorca's "suite". 

 

There are many contrapuntual developments in the Geometries of the Wind series. The same can be said about the 

text and the paintings in Ferias, since in both cases the works are organised for two or more independent voices 

which nonetheless form a single unit. Such compositional unity becomes the result of a combination of different 

voices which also contain contrasts. Lorca managed to broaden our field of vision and experience through his 

changing rhythms; Lars Physant achieves this through the fragmentary forms used in the composition of his 

paintings. 

 

Thus, the exhibition at the Vendsyssel Museum of Art reveals a polyphonic dialogue between poetry, the visual arts 

and music in a way that is both inspiring and innovative. 

 

Else Marie Bukdahl 
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